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The February 2nd General Meeting was called to order by LIW
President Mike Daum at 7:05 PM. The session was in-person at the
Frank Brush Barn and included a live stream via Zoom.
ANNOUNCEMENTS The LIW 2022 Show is on! It has been tentatively
scheduled for September 17 – 18. It will be held at the Cradle of
Aviation. The Show Chair is Bill Leonhardt. Bill has emailed a brief
survey to members requesting information about display needs, project
sizes, etc. The collected data will be an immense help to Bill as he goes
about the site planning process. Please return your completed surveys
promptly.
Members were reminded that the Adirondack Woodturners
Association symposium, Totally Turning 2022, will be held in Saratoga
Springs, NY, on March 26-27, 2022. Concurrently and at the same
location, the Northeastern Woodworkers Association (NWA) Fine
Woodworking Exposition 2022 will be presented.

SECRETARY’S NOTES
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LISA
PUZZLE
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Next meeting
Wednesday February 2nd7pm
In person at Brush Barn
and on Zoom
Topic: TBA

Mike D. mentioned that the Smithtown Historical Society had contacted him regarding the condition of the barn premises after our meetings. A water tap was left running, and a few tables and chairs had not
been stored properly. Mike assured the SHS there would be no repeat
occurrence. Mike went on to say that a checklist would be developed
and distributed to the SIG presidents. Before and after each LIW
meeting, the checklist needs to be completed. Anomalies are to be
reported to Mike promptly.
Mike reiterated the LIW commitment to assist The Center for
Environmental Education & Discovery (CEED), located in
Brookhaven. CEED contacted LIW about constructing naturalistic
information posts for placement along trails. Details remain to be
specified.
LIW Treasurer Steve Fulgoni mentioned multiple projects at the John &
Alice Coltrane Home, located in Deer Park, where LIW assistance
would be welcome. Interested members should contact Steve directly.

OTHER BUSINESS AND SIG MEETING SCHEDULES
Next General Meeting 3/2/2022
Topic: Mike Josiah on resin casting.
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Next LICFM Meeting, Ben Nawrath, SIG Pres., 2/8/2022
Topic: Don Daily is presenting on finishing, most likely via Zoom.
Next LIWG Meeting, Jim Moloney, SIG Pres., 2/10/2022
Topic: Charlie Felsen will do a pepper mill turning demo
Next LISA Meeting, Steve Kelman, SIG Pres., 2/17/2022
Topic: Show and tell on stick figure projects. Also, the ups and downs of working with these small
projects will be discussed.
Next SSOW Meeting, Frank Napoli, SIG Pres., 2/22/2022
Topic: To be announced.
TREASURER’S REPORT Treasurer Steve Fulgoni reported the LIW ended 2021 in good shape. Steve also mentioned
that dues are essential to meet 2022 operational expenses.
MEMBERSHIP REPORT Membership Director Joe Bottigliere indicated LIW membership renewals had increased significantly over the past month. However, several members are delinquent. Renewals are now considerably overdue.
Please remit your payments immediately.
NEW MEMBERS Rob Davidson of Setauket introduced himself. Rob is a hand tool guy and hopes to meet kindred
spirits. Welcome, Rob.
RAFFLE WINNERS Congratulations to winners Barry Saltsburg and Lorna Monterosso.
PRESENTATION Mike Daum and Corey Tighe discussed the various considerations of wood choices for a new project. The presentation started with the more common domestic species and eventually captured several exotic kinds
of wood. Movement, hardness, chatoyance, availability, cost, climate concerns, workability, and other facets were
touched upon. A high point of the talk was samples of many of the wood species under discussion were available
for inspection. The two speakers presented with expertise and personal experience to a very receptive audience. A
tremendous amount of information was freely shared. Members who missed the meeting can find the Zoom recording on our website.
MARCH 2022 MEETINGS There will be a General Meeting at 7 PM on March 2, 2022, at the Frank Brush Barn and
available via Zoom. The presentation will be provided by Mike Josiah on resin casting.
The General Meeting concluded at 9:15 PM.

Mike Daum and Corey Tighe (left)
Ben Nawrath and his sanding pad (right)
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ACTIVEȱMILITARYȱ
PERSONNELȱ

ȱ

WOODWORKERSȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ

2022ȱMEMBERSHIPȱRENEWALȱ
Completethisapplicationbyclearly printingtheinformationrequestedinthespacesbelow,and
returningthisform,alongwithyourcheckintheamountof$60.00 to:
Joe Bottigliere
1238 Church Street
Bohemia, NY 11716
Checks should be made out to the LongȱIslandȱWoodworkersȱ
ȱ

NAME:ȱ
Address:ȱ

ȱ

ȱ

ȱ ȱ ȱ

City:ȱȱ

State:ȱȱ

ZipCode:ȱ

ȱ _ȱ

Telephone:ȱ

ȱ

ȱ

-

EȱMailȱAddress:ȱ
EMERGENCYȱContactȱandȱTelephone#:ȱ

-

Primary woodworking interest:

_

Other woodworking related interests:

_

How would you rate your skill level:
What would you hope to gainfrom the club:

OTHERȱCOMMENTS,ȱSUGESTIONS,ȱEXPECTATIONS:ȱ

ȱ
ȱ

ȱ
YourȱMembershipȱDuesȱincludesfullȱaccessȱtoȱallȱofficialȱSIGS!ȱ
CABINETMAKERS;CARVERS;SCROLLERS;TURNERSȱ
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BOB WOOD

LICFM

ANNOUNCEMENTS MADE AT THE FEBRUARY 8TH MEETING. SIG President Ben Nawrath wanted members to know
that the SIG is setting up an amplifier to hear the folks who join us on Zoom when we are in person. That way, we
can do Show and Tell with everyone. Alternatively, a larger screen is needed to use the new projector, which has a
speaker. My apologies for this month, but stay tuned for better connectivity soon!
Joe Bottigliere asked if SIG members were interested in attending the Saratoga Woodworking Show. It will be the
last Saturday in March.
NEW MEMBERS Two new members introduced themselves. Eric Rosanes from Centerport has a particular interest
in boats. Rob Davidson is from Setauket and is focused on furniture making.
SHOW AND TELL For Show and Tell, Bob Wood displayed a miter shooting board to correct miters on taller pieces.
Bob was prompted to do so by Joe Bottigliere.
PRESENTATION Don Daily presented the meeting’s main topic. He discussed a finishing technique that he perfected over a year. The finish is Old Masters Armor Acrylic Polyurethane - flat sheen. Don mentioned that it is fast drying and durable enough for floor finishing.
Don had prepared some Walnut samples to illustrate the various steps to get the desired result. He sanded the pieces
up to 150 Grit since to remove tool marks. Sanding could go to 180 Grit but not more.
Don removes sanding dust with a tack cloth. He opens the fabric all the way and then folds it into a ball or bundle
and removes dust particles after each dusting.
If stain is used, let the piece dry overnight, or the finish will be color-contaminated.
The first coat of “poly” is stirred thoroughly until no white “stuff ” is on the end of the stir stick. Pour some into a
smaller container. Don uses foam brushes to apply and lays it on; however, they leave ridges. Don uses full strokes.
The product will level out. Examine the application with a light beam.
Allow the coat to dry and then lightly sand with an orbital sander (O.S.) and 240 grit paper. Be careful to avoid sanding through. The object is to eliminate ridges. Don then uses a tack cloth to remove dust.
One sanding tip was how to proceed to finer paper. Take half of the first grit, e.g., 80/2 = 40. Add the 40 to 80,
which yields 120. That is the next grit and so forth. Another tip from Don was when finishing two sides, use packing foam to support the wet side; it will not leave marks as other supports.
Next, a second coat is applied and sanded with 240 grit paper, tack cloth for dust removal, then switch to 400 grit,
etc. I know this doesn’t follow Don’s formula, but he didn’t have the exact grits. After each grit, use a tack cloth for
dust removal. Don went up to 800 grit and then used Scotch Brite white pads. Don put a cotton rag on the sander
for the last step to polish the piece. Alternatively, 0000 steel wool can be used to buff the finish.
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Other suggestions from both Don and the audience were to go slow when sanding, about one foot per minute.
Check the sandpaper using pencil marks on the object; the sandpaper is shot if the marks are not removed. Change
to new sandpaper with each successive grit. One recommendation was to “use sandpaper as if someone else is paying for it.”
Don Daily presented a very straightforward and comprehensive finishing method that is easy and effective.

Dan Dailey
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PATTI LERNER

LISA

Steve Kelman opened the February 22nd meeting at 7:07 pm.
ANNOUNCEMENTS Bill Leonhardt mentioned to me that a collection of our cool stick figures might make a nice
display at our upcoming Annual Woodworkers Show.
There was a reminder to those interested in the LIW bus trip to Saratoga.
Rolf explained the benefits of using turner’s tape. He also discussed the importance of proofing patterns to verify everything lines up before cutting, especially projects that require assembly.
SHOW AND TELL Steve Kelman made the “kissing couple” and beautiful geometric cutting boards.
Joe Pascucci also made the “kissing couple.”
Ed Piotrowski made a framed Christmas deer. He also made a Santa and horse. The fretwork was done with a
spiral blade.
Jean Piotrowski made a walnut dog, stick figure girl with her dog, bears, and a “thinker” figure.
Rolf Beuttenmuller made a maple “kissing couple” with shaping and a black walnut base. He also made a
Valentine LOVE with red hearts. He showed his off center-chuck turned piece of a girl made of cherry, a turned
piece with inlay of aspen and cherry, and lastly, a stick figure boy with his dog.
Jim Maloney made a stick figure (sorry, I didn’t note exactly what it was).
Bob Carpentier made a couple of toy cars; a golf cart and a small car. He made a Celtic shamrock from old
Sapele and an infinity knot, “You and Me” from walnut.
Alain Tiercy made a mermaid puzzle from aspen.
Charlie Felson made a Grateful Dead bear picture. There was a warping problem, and it was suggested that he
dampen the back-side and weigh it down flat to dry.
Patti Lerner made a double bowl from walnut, stick figures with a heart, a heart-shaped pendant with moving
gears, and a two-piece puzzle; LOVE with interlocking hands.
DRAWING Jack Curio won the raffle prize.
NEXT MONTH’S CHALLENGE The next challenge for April is TBA. Any suggestions? Email Steve Kelman.
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Ed Piotrowski
Fretwork Santa with reindeer and
horse in stall, done with spiral
blade
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Rolf Beutenmuller
Intarsia picture of a Bellport ice
scooter
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Rolf Beutenmuller
Kissing couple made from cherry
and black walnut base

Show and Tell Projects
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BARRY SALTSBERG

TURNER’S GUILD
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Charlie Felsen turning
a peppermill
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Bob Urso
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Ed Piowtrowski

Joe Pascucci
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Mike Josiah
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Tony Fuoco
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PUZZLE

MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

Spring has Sprung
Michael R. Mittleman
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8
9
10
11

Clues
Across

Down

1. Bad odors

1. Dog sled driver

7. Open

2. Bury

8. Climb

3. Sci-Fi author

9. Caring

4. Kind of seat

10. Gushes

5. Bearing

11. Return

6. Least ingenuous

1
7
4
9
3
6
8
5
2

3
9
8
7
2
5
4
6
1

5
2
6
1
4
8
9
7
3

4
5
9
8
7
1
2
3
6

7
3
1
4
6
2
5
9
8

6
8
2
3
5
9
1
4
7

8
6
7
2
9
4
3
1
5

2
4
5
6
1
3
7
8
9

9
1
3
5
8
7
6
2
4

Solution to February
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BEN NAWRATH, MICHAEL
MITTLEMAN & DARYL ROSENBLATT

LOCK, STOCK & DARYL

A NEW MONTHLY FEATURE FOR THE WOODRACK
We (meaning Michael Mittleman, Ben Nawrath, and your modest-hah!-editor) plan on a new feature, to hone in on
a habit we’ve all had to develop over the last few years (there really was life before March 2020, we’ve just forgotten
it): Videos and Websites of interest. This will only work if you ALL contribute because the three of us will only provide links of interest to us. While we can agree that we three are the smartest and most charming members, we think
the rest of you come in a close second (or is that fourth?). So, we want, well, we really NEED to hear from you. It
should also be noted that we could not agree on a title of this new feature, so feel free to give us your suggestions.
This subject was brought up at an early Zoom meeting, so let’s make it a regular feature we can all enjoy. YouTube,
for instance, has many woodworking channels; I subscribe to several myself. Some are old and stopped providing
new material. Some have regular videos that keep on coming. While we prefer to post the free sites, please send it to
us if you pay for one and think it’s worth it. Consider all links to be free unless specified.
Please email a URL (Just cut and paste it from your computer), and write up a description. Please make it your
description, not a cut and paste from the site (unless you are paid, then feel free to cut and paste, as well as cut the
three of us in on your action!). The description need not be long. Here are three examples:

VIDEO OF THE MONTH
Contributor: Ben Nawrath
Video title: The Way Wood Works - What Every Woodworker Needs to Know About Wood
Presenter: Nick Engler of the Woodshop Companion channel
Length: 11:19
Links: https://youtu.be/oZkYLVrTYe4
Description: A brief, accessible discussion about wood properties. Grain, movement, strength, types of milling
(e.g., quarter-sawn, flat, rift, and live cuts), as well as several other considerations. Easy to understand introduction
to wood science.
Recommendation: I feel like we tend to categorize woods from soft to hard and base our decisions on that, along
with aesthetics. This video dives deeper into some of the properties of different woods you may want to consider
when selecting wood for a particular project. For instance, the wood may be very hard, dent-resistant, great for a
desktop, but not the same bending strength as a softer wood, so maybe not the best for a shelf. He only uses 5 or
6 woods as examples, but it will make you ask the right questions when selecting stock for your next project.

WEBSITES OF THE MONTH
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS
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Contributor: Mike Mittleman
Website: The Wood Database
Presenter/Author: Eric Meier
Links: https://www.wood-database.com/
Description: More than 600 wood species are described, including photographs of each. Common name(s); scientific name; distribution; tree size; average dried weight; specific gravity; Janka hardness; modulus of rupture;
elastic modulus; crushing strength; shrinkage; color/appearance; grain/texture; rot resistance; workability; odor;
allergies/toxicity; pricing/availability; sustainability; common uses; and author’s comments are included.
Recommendation: The combination of scientific information, photographs, and especially the author’s comments
regarding workability and personal experiences are helpful guides for wood selection.

Contributor: Daryl Rosenblatt
Website: Bill Pentz’s home page, with links to dust collection
Presenter: Bill Pentz
Link: http://billpentz.com/woodworking/cyclone/index.php
Description: This site became my go-to source years ago when I wanted to set up a permanent, duct-based dust
system. Bill researched this site because of his health issues, and the rabbit hole he created will take you down into
an area that, while scientifically based, explains it all clearly for all woodworkers.
Recommendation: I consider this the ultimate guide to dust collection information. There are other systems not
included here (such as the Harvey unit), but few have been able to put all the information into an easy-to-read
form as Bill has.
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